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Abstract

The genetic structure of the land snail 

 

Helix aspersa

 

 was investigated for 21 populations
collected along a road located in the polders of the Bay of Mont-Saint-Michel (Brittany,
France), following a sampling scheme the area of which did not exceed 900 m in length. A
total of 369 individuals were genotyped for five enzymatic markers and seven microsatellite
loci. We used sequential hierarchical 

 

F

 

-statistics at different spatial scales and spatial auto-
correlation statistics to explore recent historical patterns involved in the observed genetic
distribution. Whatever the statistics used, congruent levels of spatial genetic substructuring
across loci were demonstrated, excepted for one allozyme locus. Overall spatial genetic
arrangement matched in a substantial fashion theoretical predictions based on the limited
dispersal power of land snails. Positive autocorrelation over short-distance classes may
result from the development of genetically distinct patches of individuals organized in
family-structured colonies. Therefore, spatial signatures of average 

 

I

 

 correlograms can be
viewed as the expression of a stepping-stone model of population structure, sometimes
involving external migrational events. Overall, the revealed pattern of population subdivision
on a microgeographical scale was suggestive of a neighbourhood structure. Finally, micro-
satellite loci are especially suitable for the detection of small genetic clustering, and combining
different classes of markers offers the potential to gain further insight into the description
of spatial genetic variability over short temporal and geographical scales.
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Introduction

 

The description of patterns of genetic variation provides
key features from the evolutionary forces that shape the
structure of natural populations. Species rarely consist of a
single large population, but rather are subdivided into
numerous local subpopulations (or demes) mainly because
of landscape fragmentation (McCauley 1995). Within this
context, spatial distribution of genetic diversity within
and among populations is intrinsic to population genetic
processes. Thus, patterns of genetic structure can be
attributed to the effects of natural selection, mutation, genetic

drift and gene flow (Slatkin 1994; Hamrick & Nason 1996;
Allendorf & Seeb 2000; Hedrick 2000). In turn, these evolu-
tionary components are influenced by life history features
such as breeding systems and behavioural traits as well as
by dispersal abilities. With respect to the latter point, limited
dispersal ability can result in matings among related indi-
viduals. When such consanguineous matings by proximity
are repeated over generations, theoretical and empirical
studies predict the build-up of marked genetic isolation by
distance and striking spatial patterns of genetic variation
(Sokal & Wartenberg 1983; Epperson 1995; Streiff 

 

et al

 

. 1998;
Epperson 

 

et al

 

. 1999; Hardy & Vekemans 1999; Williams &
Waser 1999; Takahashi 

 

et al

 

. 2000; Ueno 

 

et al

 

. 2000).
Because of their well-known low ability for dispersal, land

snails are especially appropriate to study a neighbourhood
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population structure and the effects of strong population
subdivision (Selander & Ochman 1983; Schilthuizen &
Lombaerts 1994; Pfenninger 

 

et al

 

. 1996). Indeed, most land
snail species live in discrete aggregated populations, have
a sedentary nature related to a marked homing behaviour
and their dispersal capabilities are set against the cost of
locomotion which is excessively high in terrestrial pulmo-
nates (Denny 1980; see also Madec 

 

et al

 

. 2000). Such biological
traits, in relation to a low amplitude for trivial movements,
may lead to substantial genetic differentiation and popula-
tion substructuring, even over a very short spatial scale
of investigation (Selander & Kaufman 1975; Selander &
Ochman 1983; Pfenninger 

 

et al

 

. 1996; Arnaud 

 

et al

 

. 1999a,b).
The present study focuses on population genetics, at a

microgeographical scale, in the garden snail 

 

Helix aspersa

 

(Müller). This snail has successfully colonized a large
range of man-disturbed habitats in Western Europe and is
considered an important pest in countries where it is a
recent introduction, especially in Australia and New Zealand
(Rudman 1999; Madec 

 

et al

 

. 2000; Winston Ponder, personal
communication). This paper aims to characterize the spatial
distribution of allelic frequencies in colonies of 

 

H. aspersa

 

sampled in a small area of the polders of the Bay of Mont-
Saint-Michel (France). This site has been recently colonized
by this snail and constitutes a complex mosaic of agricultural
human-modified environments. At the scale of the whole
polders area, 

 

H

 

. 

 

aspersa

 

 occurs in patchily distributed popula-
tions and this situation seems representative for a meta-
population structure in a heterogeneous landscape (Arnaud
2000). However, the colonies sampled for the present study
are localized within a strongly restricted area that constitutes
a continuous environment, i.e. along a road’s edge within
a ditch. The choice of this microgeographical sampling
strategy allows us to eliminate problems associated with
highly fragmented habitats which are likely to blur fine-scale
patterns of genetic arrangement among nearby popula-
tions (e.g. Arnaud 

 

et al

 

. 1999b). Hence, it allows the study
of microcontinuously distributed populations with a
sampling scheme appropriate to test for an isolation by
distance model of population genetic structure.

As few allozyme loci remain polymorphic at such a fine-
scale of investigation, we also used microsatellite markers
recently developed by Guiller 

 

et al

 

. (2000). Such short stretches
of repeated DNA generally display an exceptional poly-
morphism, so that microsatellites have become, in recent
years, the markers of choice for population genetic
studies (Estoup & Cornuet 1999) or phylogenetic inferences
(Kirchman 

 

et al

 

. 2000; Zhu 

 

et al

 

. 2000). Our main purpose is
to describe the spatial structure of allozyme and micro-
satellite loci in 

 

H. aspersa

 

 and to test if discordances in
patterns of genetic structure are revealed using both types
of markers. We used sequential hierarchical 

 

F

 

-statistics to
depict patterns of differentiation at different spatial scales.
Indirect estimates of gene flow using the statistics of popula-

tion differentiation (i.e. 

 

Nm

 

) were not calculated, because
the assumptions underlying such estimates are generally
violated in natural populations (McCauley 1995; Whitlock
& McCauley 1999). Instead, spatial genetic distribution
was analysed using spatial autocorrelation statistics that
have become widely used to characterize the population
genetic structure of various animal and plant species
(Bacilieri 

 

et al

 

. 1994; Streiff 

 

et al

 

. 1998; Arnaud 

 

et al

 

. 1999a,b;
Reusch 

 

et al

 

. 1999; Williams & Waser 1999; Takahashi 

 

et al

 

.
2000; Ueno 

 

et al

 

. 2000) and are still subject to theoretical
developments (e.g. Sokal 

 

et al

 

. 1997; Epperson 

 

et al

 

. 1999;
Hardy & Vekemans 1999; Smouse & Peakall 1999).

 

Materials and methods

 

Study site and sampling design

 

Twenty-one colonies were sampled within a ditch, along a
road located in the polders of the Bay of Mont-Saint-Michel
(Brittany, northwestern France), following a sampling scheme
the area of which did not exceed 900 m in length (Fig. 1).
Sample colonies were obtained from a very restricted area
to ensure that individuals belonged to the same breeding
group: each colony was composed of snails collected in
regularly spaced pipes that form hospitable resting sites
as well as aestivating or hibernating refuges (see Fig. 1).
Hence, as the ditch is a continuous environment, the only
heterogeneity consists of the regular occurrence of pipes
that mimics a stepping-stone arrangement of hospitable
sites. Throughout this study, a colony will be defined as a
set of individuals that live in the same pipe, i.e. a population
spatially well circumscribed and of limited size according
to Lamotte (1951). Samples were collected on the same day
(June 1998) under dry conditions, when the snails were
inactive. The effectiveness of the sampling procedure was
verified by a second census that yielded only some new born
snails. Genotypes were obtained from a total of 369 snails
and sample sizes ranged from 10 to 25 individuals per
population (see Arnaud 2000).

 

Allozyme and microsatellite analysis

 

Allozyme genotypes at five polymorphic enzyme loci (

 

Lap-2

 

,

 

Est-3

 

, 

 

Aat-1

 

, 

 

Mdh-1

 

 and 

 

Pgm-2

 

) were determined by means
of starch and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Detailed
procedures and genetic interpretations of zymograms are
given in Madec (1991) and Guiller 

 

et al

 

. (1994).
To examine microsatellite variability, DNA for geno-

typing was extracted using a 10% Chelex-100 suspension as
described by Estoup 

 

et al

 

. (1996). Seven microsatellite loci
(

 

Ha2

 

, 

 

Ha5

 

, 

 

Ha6

 

, 

 

Ha8

 

, 

 

Ha10

 

, 

 

Ha11

 

 and 

 

Ha13

 

) were selected
for their high polymorphism. Details of protocols for primers
development and methods of amplification of DNA samples
are reported in Arnaud (2000) and Guiller 

 

et al

 

. (2000).
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Statistical methods

 

Genetic diversity, genotypic phase disequilibrium, within-
sample deviation from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium and
global differentiation among colonies have been previously
investigated (Arnaud 2000; Arnaud, unpublished results).
There was no evidence for linkage between any of the pairs
of loci. Allozyme and microsatellite genotype proportions
were largely concordant with those expected under the
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium within almost all colonies,
and strong concordance was found across the two categories
of markers in the amount and pattern of overall genetic
variation.

 

Spatial statistics.

 

 Spatial autocorrelation methods were used
to investigate the spatial distribution of allelic frequencies
among colonies. Spatial autocorrelation is defined as the
association of the values of one geographically distributed
variable with the values of the same variable at other
localities (Sokal & Oden 1978). Thus, spatial autocorrelation
coefficients efficiently summarize the strength of allele
frequency association between pairs of sample populations
as a function of their geographical distance or, in other
words, are the expression of similarities between neighbour-
ing locations (Sokal & Oden 1978; Sokal 

 

et al

 

. 1997). In this
way, spatial patterns produced by distinct classes of evolu-
tionary processes can be described and recognized (Sokal
& Wartenberg 1983; Sokal 

 

et al

 

. 1989, 1997). Here, we used
the Moran’s 

 

I

 

 coefficient:

where 

 

n

 

 is the number of sampled localities, 

 

X

 

 is the mean
value of 

 

x

 

i

 

, 

 

k

 

 is the distance class, and  is the join matrix,
being set to unity if 

 

i

 

 and 

 

j

 

 are both in class 

 

k

 

, and 0 otherwise.

Rare alleles are not very informative on spatial processes,
since their patterns are greatly affected by the random
effects of sampling (Sokal & Oden 1978; Sokal 

 

et al

 

. 1989).
Thus, Moran’s 

 

I

 

 values were calculated only for the most
frequent alleles at each locus in order to maintain the
statistical independence of our tests. For diallelic loci (i.e.

 

Aat-1

 

 and 

 

Pgm-2

 

), the autocorrelation coefficients for each
allele are identical, so that only Moran’s 

 

I

 

 value of the most
common allele is presented. Significance levels of individual
autocorrelation coefficients were tested against the null
hypothesis of no spatial arrangement by resampling pro-
cedure (1000 permutations). Each permutation consisted of
a random redistribution of sample colonies over spatial
co-ordinates and the observed 

 

I

 

 was then compared with
the empirical distribution after randomization.

Autocorrelation statistics were estimated using the
between-population linear distance criterion and 14 con-
tinuous distance classes of 50 m were considered, from
0–50 m to 650–700 m. The last distance classes were not
taken into account in analyses because too few pairs of
localities were involved in the calculations. The set of
autocorrelation coefficients at various distance classes, or
correlogram, objectively describes the geographical pattern
of an allele frequency which, in turn, can often be associated
with a generating process. Overall significance of the entire
correlograms was evaluated using the Bonferroni technique
(Oden 1984). To summarize information provided by alleles,
mean values of individual Moran’s 

 

I

 

 were calculated for
each locus as the arithmetic average over alleles to produce
consensus correlograms (Reusch 

 

et al

 

. 1999; Williams &
Waser 1999; Takahashi 

 

et al

 

. 2000; Ueno 

 

et al

 

. 2000). Moran’s

 

I

 

 were also calculated for strict nearest-neighbour pairs of
colonies according to the Gabriel network which postulates
that any two localities A and B are considered as connected
if no other locality lies on or within the circle whose diameter

Fig. 1 Map of sample locations numbered from 1 to 21. The distribution of snails is strictly restricted to the boundary of the ditch because
the area surrounding the road is inhospitable. Thin lines show the successive sequential groupings of the 21 samples used for spatial
differentiation statistics. Such subdivisions allow the calculation of F-statistics for 18 distance classes corresponding to the geographical co-
ordinates of each colony.

Ik n∑i j≠ wij
(k)(xi X– )(xj X)–[ ] / ∑i j≠ wij

(k)∑i(xi X)2–[ ]=

wij
(k)
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is the line AB (

 

d

 

2
AB

 

 < 

 

d

 

2
AC

 

 + 

 

d

 

2
BC

 

) (Gabriel & Sokal 1969). All
Moran statistics and their statistical significances were
calculated using 

 

autocor

 

, a program written by A. B.

 

Hierarchical

 

 F

 

-statistics.

 

 Goudet 

 

et al

 

. (1994) proposed a
graphical method to assess the levels at which a popula-
tion is structured. The principle consists in sequentially
pooling sample populations by increasing the size of sub-
division so that one (or more) new populations is included
in the precedent pooling and new fixation indices are then
calculated. The procedure is repeated until all samples are
pooled together, leading to the last estimate, 

 

F

 

IT

 

.

 

 The different
estimates are plotted on a graph, the 

 

x

 

-axis representing
the different levels of pooling and the 

 

y

 

-axis the equivalent

 

F

 

-values. Such a pooling scheme is often subjective but
usually, as noted by Goudet 

 

et al

 

. (1994), grouping based on
geographical distances between subpopulations is generally
a good strategy (see also Bacilieri 

 

et al

 

. 1994; Chapuisat

 

et al

 

. 1997; and Streiff 

 

et al

 

. 1998). Our sample collection is
particularly well suited to this type of analysis because we
restricted the size of sample sites and we had a precise
record of the geographical co-ordinates of colonies.

 

F

 

-statistics were computed according to the 

 

anova

 

 pro-
cedure of Weir & Cockerham (1984) using the software 

 

fstat

 

,
version 1.2 (Goudet 1995). Permutation testing was used to
determine whether observed values of 

 

F

 

IS

 

 and 

 

F

 

ST

 

 were
significantly different from 0 by resampling 3000 times the
alleles within samples (

 

F

 

IS

 

) or among samples (

 

F

 

ST

 

). For each
sequential grouping, confidence intervals for the means
of 

 

F

 

IS

 

 and 

 

F

 

ST

 

 values were obtained by bootstrapping over
loci.

To estimate genetic differentiation over different spatial
scales, fixation indices were calculated for two distinct sub-
divisions of the prospected area. The first one consisted of
considering all the sampled colonies separately (distance
class = 0), then pooling sample colonies 1 and 2 for the follow-
ing distance class (that corresponds to the physical distance

between these two colonies, i.e. 174 m), colonies 1, 2 and 3
for the next one, and so on until only two groups remain
(that is, all colonies pooled excepted colony 21, see Fig. 1).
At each pooling stage, the to-be-pooled sample colonies are
still considered as all distinct. Such a sequential grouping
scheme allowed us to calculate 

 

F

 

-statistics for 18 precise
distance classes that correspond to the geographical co-
ordinates of each colony added during the pooling stage.
Note that colonies 13 and 18 are pooled together for their
corresponding distance class, as well as colonies 16 and 19
also added as one (see Fig. 1).

The second pooling strategy was based on the genetic
relationships previously depicted among the 21 colonies
(Arnaud 2000). Grouping of colonies was:

 

0

 

All sample colonies independently;

 

1

 

Group A (19, 20, 21), group B (15, 16, 17), group C (13, 14,
18), group D (11, 12), group E (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and group F
(6, 7, 8, 9, 10);

 

2

 

Groups (A, B) (C, D) and (E, F);

 

3

 

Groups (A, B, C, D) and (E, F).

 

Results

 

Genetic diversity

 

Allozyme markers displayed moderate levels of poly-
morphism with two or three alleles per locus for a total of
13 alleles. By contrast, microsatellite loci were highly poly-
morphic with an overall total of 114 alleles, number of alleles
per locus ranging from five (

 

Ha2

 

) to 32 (

 

Ha13

 

). A visual
example of this high allelic diversity is shown in Fig. 2.

 

Spatial genetic arrangement

 

Spatial autocorrelation analysis yielded 700 individual 

 

I

 

values (Tables 1 and 2). The overall departure from the null

Fig. 2 Allele frequency distribution for the microsatellite locus Ha11 in Helix aspersa. The name of each allele corresponds to its size in bp.
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Table 1

 

Spatial autocorrelation analysis of frequencies of the most common alleles for seven microsatellite loci in 

 

Helix aspersa

 

Allele
(bp)

Distance class limits (m) Overall  
correlogram
probability

Gabriel 
networkLocus 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 Pattern

 

Ha2

 

304

 

0.02 0.44 0.20 0.04

 

−

 

0.08

 

−

 

0.11

 

−

 

0.23 −0.15 −0.37 −0.38 −0.50 −0.79 −0.41 −0.53 *   0.33 IBD
(0.10) **    *    *

306 0.95 0.86 0.62 0.36 −0.03 −0.38 −0.79 −0.81 −1.06 −0.97 −0.98 −0.71 −0.60 −0.42 ***   0.92 IBD
(0.47)  *** ***   **  *   ** *** ***   **   ** ***

308 0.40 0.46 0.15 −0.12 −0.04 −0.32 −0.42 −0.34 −0.56 0.01 −0.14 0.28 −0.44 −1.35 *    0.57 IBD
(0.27)   *   **  *    * ***

Ha5
187 0.30 0.48 0.29 0.09 −0.30 −0.34 −0.58 −0.07 −0.41 −0.27 0.03 0.02 −0.46 −0.23 *   0.26 AIBD

(0.39)   **   **
189 0.33 0.13 0.07 −0.14 −0.03 −0.35 −0.30 −0.29 −0.02 0.06 −0.11 −0.31 −0.36 1.08 NS   0.42 AIBD

(0.14)    *
191 0.57 0.51 0.44 0.29 −0.06 −0.03 −0.44 −0.35 −0.41 −0.56 −0.48 −0.81 −1.19 −1.16 *   0.58 IBD

(0.08) **   **  *  *    *  **  **
195 0.68 0.23 −0.08 −0.05 −0.16 −0.58 −0.38 −0.29 −0.19 0.14 0.48 −0.35 −0.62 1.13 ***   0.43 AIBD

(0.35)  ***   **  *

Ha6
164 0.12 0.06 −0.04 −0.05 −0.07 −0.08 0.04 −0.25 −0.51 −0.17 −0.26 −0.19 −0.15 2.93 NS   0.11 AIBD

(0.07)  * **
170 0.16 0.04 −0.11 0.06 −0.12 0.04 −0.19 −0.15 0.22 0.19 0.08 −0.07 −1.33 −0.72 *   0.15 AIBD

(0.50)  **
192 0.05 0.12 −0.12 −0.22 −0.31 −0.33 0.33 0.11 0.06 0.07 −0.25 0.05 0.26 0.45 NS −0.26 S

(0.05)
196 0.29 0.08 −0.03 −0.15 −0.38 −0.16 −0.51 −0.23 0.31 0.17 0.62 0.23 −0.17 0.32 NS   0.26 AIBD

(0.13) *  *
198 0.34 −0.24 −0.44 −0.18 0.45 0.03 −0.09 −0.34 −0.17 −0.03 0.26 0.12 −0.44 0.42 NS   0.10 AIBD

(0.04)  *  *
200 0.13 0.33 −0.21 −0.08 −0.09 −0.08 −0.11 −0.12 −0.22 −0.08 −0.31 −0.06 0.04 −0.49 NS   0.58 AIBD

(0.04)    * **
226 0.11 −0.22 0.22 0.26 −0.37 −0.17 0.09 −0.28 0.02 −0.09 −0.03 −0.22 −0.44 0.59 NS −0.11 S

(0.07)

Moran’s I are computed for 14 distance classes (linear distance criterion) and for nearest-neighbour pairs of colonies (Gabriel network). Significance of autocorrelation statistics was 
assessed by randomization procedures (1000 permutations). The name (in bold) of microsatellite alleles corresponds to their size in bp. Mean frequency of each allele is indicated 
(in italics) under their names. IBD: isolation by distance pattern; AIBD: altered isolation by distance pattern; S: stochastic variation. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; NS: not significant.
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Ha8
156 0.33 0.24 −0.01 0.04 −0.23 −0.51 −0.50 −0.16 −0.38 0.06 0.21 0.44 0.07 0.46 NS   0.33 AIBD

(0.07)    *    *
158 0.18 −0.19 0.22 0.25 0.15 −0.14 0.08 −0.08 −0.26 −0.17 −0.56 −0.59 −0.55 −0.19 NS   0.21 AIBD

(0.08)
162 0.30 0.35 0.33 0.46 0.17 −0.07 −0.17 −0.35 −0.59 −0.45 −1.00 −1.02 −1.01 −0.77 *   0.68 IBD

(0.06)    *    *    *    *    *    *    * ***
170 −0.43 0.16 −0.22 0.08 −0.07 0.28 −0.52 0.18 −0.09 0.02 −0.20 0.28 −0.02 −0.62 NS −0.36 S

(0.17)     *    *
172 0.41 0.28 0.02 0.04 −0.16 −0.18 −0.52 −0.32 −0.09 −0.01 −0.26 −0.26 −0.33 0.01 NS   0.29 IBD

(0.22)     *    *
180 −0.44 −0.04 −0.04 0.06 −0.02 −0.18 0.15 0.14 0.16 −0.22 −0.20 0.10 −0.18 0.25 NS −0.17 S

(0.17)     *

Ha10
225 0.22 0.29 0.07 −0.25 −0.01 0.03 −0.27 −0.27 −0.60 −0.35 −0.08 0.00 −0.01 −0.12 NS   0.17 AIBD

(0.23)    *    *
231 0.48 0.47 0.51 0.13 −0.11 −0.07 −0.68 −0.44 −0.73 −0.58 −0.44 −0.26 −0.54 0.01 ***   0.43 IBD

(0.06)     *   **  *** ***   **    *    *
233 0.80 0.14 −0.21 −0.31 −0.22 −0.47 −0.54 −0.48 −0.02 0.03 0.51 0.66 1.36 −0.14 ***   0.48 AIBD

(0.05)  ***    *    * *** **
237 0.59 0.28 −0.11 −0.37 −0.34 −0.34 −0.24 −0.20 −0.08 0.09 0.11 0.22 0.09 0.07 NS   0.56 AIBD

(0.05)   **    * **
239 0.01 0.21 0.24 0.03 0.01 −0.05 −0.20 0.28 −0.24 −0.39 −0.66 −0.55 −0.02 −0.42 NS   0.25 AIBD

(0.22)
241 0.70 0.39 0.37 0.28 −0.18 −0.34 −0.53 −0.48 −0.57 −0.53 −0.77 −0.29 −0.26 −0.04 ***   0.64 IBD

(0.11) ***   **    *   **    *    *    * ***

Allele
(bp)

Distance class limits (m) Overall  
correlogram
probability

Gabriel 
networkLocus 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 Pattern

Moran’s I are computed for 14 distance classes (linear distance criterion) and for nearest-neighbour pairs of colonies (Gabriel network). Significance of autocorrelation statistics was 
assessed by randomization procedures (1000 permutations). The name (in bold) of microsatellite alleles corresponds to their size in bp. Mean frequency of each allele is indicated 
(in italics) under their names. IBD: isolation by distance pattern; AIBD: altered isolation by distance pattern; S: stochastic variation. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; NS: not significant.
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Ha11
211 0.37 0.11 0.06 −0.12 −0.51 −0.44 0.02 −0.18 −0.01 0.13 −0.12 −0.19 0.40 −0.07 NS   0.45 AIBD

(0.07)    *    *
223 0.30 0.06 −0.38 −0.18 −0.19 −0.32 −0.36 0.28 0.76 0.25 0.31 −0.90 −0.28 0.04 *   0.40 AIBD

(0.04)     *    *   **   **    *
229 0.38 0.39 0.31 −0.13 −0.16 −0.34 −0.41 −0.54 −0.62 −0.53 −0.32 −0.23 0.86 0.62 NS   0.16 AIBD

(0.07)   *    *    *    *
231 0.50 0.37 −0.25 −0.48 −0.51 −0.33 −0.07 0.44 0.25 −0.09 0.02 −0.70 0.12 0.36 NS   0.43 AIBD/S

(0.18)     *    *    *    *   *
233 0.21 0.22 −0.18 −0.30 −0.26 −0.31 −0.06 0.04 0.29 0.23 −0.06 −0.14 −0.34 −0.04 NS   0.36 AIBD/S

(0.19)   *
235 0.69 0.22 −0.03 −0.19 −0.23 −0.57 −0.34 −0.43 −0.18 −0.21 0.47 0.28 0.20 0.14 ***   0.58 AIBD/S

(0.04) *** ***    * ***
237 0.26 −0.05 −0.11 0.32 −0.53 0.02 −0.34 −0.42 0.51 0.11 −0.18 0.20 −0.42 −0.08 *   0.14 AIBD/S

(0.05)   **    *
245 0.04 −0.11 −0.04 −0.24 −0.17 0.16 0.08 0.34 −0.16 −0.51 −0.36 −0.19 0.26 0.78 NS   0.15 AIBD/S

(0.11)    *
307 0.19 −0.13 −0.02 −0.13 0.01 −0.45 −0.33 0.00 0.34 0.03 0.32 0.06 0.29 −0.68 NS   0.27 AIBD/S

(0.09)

Ha13
170 −0.14 0.38 0.01 −0.07 0.15 −0.22 −0.07 −0.03 −0.34 −0.47 −0.52 −0.36 −0.37 0.12 NS   0.01 S

(0.09)    *
178  0.49  0.09 −0.12 −0.21 −0.05 −0.01 −0.09 −0.09 −0.14  0.19 −0.17 −0.35 −0.78 0.19 NS   0.43 AIBD

(0.07)     *    *   *
188 0.16 0.34 −0.19 −0.39 −0.40 −0.25 −0.14 0.47 0.12 −0.05 0.24 0.29 −0.34 −0.85 NS   0.34 AIBD/S

(0.31)    *    *
192 0.40 −0.04 −0.39 −0.24 0.01 0.42 0.12 0.01 −0.12 −0.09 −0.35 0.04 −0.39 −0.72 NS   0.41 AIBD/S

(0.07)     *    *   *
196 0.42 0.57 0.35 0.06 0.19 −0.32 −0.22 −0.49 −0.83 −0.86 −0.68 −0.80 −0.06 0.08 ***   0.56 IBD

(0.11)     * ***    *    * *** ***    *    * ***
202 0.46 0.46 0.15 0.10 −0.33 −0.32 −0.65 −0.54 −0.63 −0.21 0.18 −0.05 0.35 0.66 NS   0.26 AIBD

(0.07)     * **    *    *    *
344 −0.10 0.07 −0.09 −0.05 0.06 −0.06 0.12 −0.05 0.14 −0.12 −0.61 −0.31 0.10 −0.48 NS   0.21 S

(0.05)

Allele
(bp)

Distance class limits (m) Overall  
correlogram
probability

Gabriel 
networkLocus 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 Pattern

Moran’s I are computed for 14 distance classes (linear distance criterion) and for nearest-neighbour pairs of colonies (Gabriel network). Significance of autocorrelation statistics was 
assessed by randomization procedures (1000 permutations). The name (in bold) of microsatellite alleles corresponds to their size in bp. Mean frequency of each allele is indicated 
(in italics) under their names. IBD: isolation by distance pattern; AIBD: altered isolation by distance pattern; S: stochastic variation. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; NS: not significant.

Table 1 Continued
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Table 2 Spatial autocorrelation analysis of frequencies of the most common alleles for five allozymic loci in Helix aspersa

Distance class limits (m) Overall 
correlogram
probability

Gabriel 
network PatternLocus Allele 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700

Lap-2
100 0.31 0.09 0.22 0.05 0.03 0.14 0.39 −0.50 −0.37 −0.41 −0.55 −1.03 −0.31 −1.54 NS 0.46 IBD

(0.77) ** ** *
94 0.34 0.25 0.21 0.05 0.08 0.14 0.43 −0.23 −0.35 −0.80 −0.38 −1.00 −0.31 −1.52 * 0.41 IBD
(0.14)  * ** ** *

Est-3
100 −0.04 0.20 0.01 −0.09 0.12 −0.06 −0.41 0.04 −0.18 −0.27 −0.46 −0.48 0.17 −0.13 NS 0.05 AIBD/S

(0.69)
95 0.59 0.58 0.47 0.02 −0.03 −0.29 −0.66 −0.73 −0.81 −0.60 −0.84 −0.49 0.16 −0.41 *** 0.51 IBD
(0.19) ** ** ** ** ** ***  * *

Aat-1
100 0.32 0.20 −0.01 0.18 0.27 −0.21 −0.42 −0.15 −0.17 −0.03 −1.34 0.07 0.28 −1.10 *** 0.05 AIBD

(0.86)  * ***

Mdh-1
100 −0.16 −0.03 −0.06 −0.18 −0.19 0.29 −0.14 −0.31 0.15 −0.25 0.58 0.54 −0.28 0.19 NS −0.07 S

(0.69)
90 −0.12 0.06 −0.23 −0.26 −0.12 0.18 0.03 −0.09 −0.08 −0.17 0.64 0.57 −0.40 −0.21 NS −0.05 S
(0.25)  *

Pgm-2
100 0.12 0.32 0.16 0.39 −0.21 −0.02 −0.29 −0.19 −0.69 −0.18 −0.47 −0.19 −0.50 −0.81 NS 0.28 AIBD

(0.64)  *  *  *

Moran’s I are computed following the linear distance criterion (14 distance classes) and according to the Gabriel network. Significance of autocorrelation statistics was assessed by 
randomization procedures (1000 permutations). The name (in bold) of alleles corresponds to their relative mobility. Mean frequency of each allele is indicated (in italics) under their names. 
IBD: isolation by distance pattern; AIBD: altered isolation by distance pattern; S: stochastic variation. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; NS: not significant.
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hypothesis of no spatial structure was significant for 18
(36%) of the individual correlograms (Bonferroni procedure).
In most cases, autocorrelation tended to be significant and
positive at short distances with 20 (40%) significant I values
for the first distance class and 18 (36%) for the second.
Whereas some alleles reflected a statistically significant
monotonic decrease in Moran’s I values (e.g. alleles
Ha2306, Ha5191, Ha8162, Ha10241, Ha13196, Lap-2100, or Est-395),
it was evident that such a pattern was blurred by stochastic
variations for the other alleles, especially at longer distance
classes. Therefore, the less frequent microsatellite alleles
tended to be clumped for shortest scales, as shown by
positive I values occurring at the first distance class, tapering
off to random fluctuations close to 0 at longer distances
(e.g. alleles Ha6164, Ha6226, Ha8156, Ha11211, Ha11223 and
Ha13178). Corroborating such general observations of spatial
clustering, 23 (46%) significantly positive near-neighbour
autocorrelation coefficients (Gabriel-connected graph)
were observed (Tables 1 and 2). Note that some high and
positive correlations observed at large distances had to be
interpreted with caution, mainly because highest distance
classes involved a limited number of connected sites to
calculate Moran’s I.

Visual inspection of average I-consensus correlograms
gave clearer pictures of the underlying spatial structure of
allele frequencies (Fig. 3). Such correlograms were sug-
gestive of three different patterns: (i) random fluctuations
of Moran’s I and no evidence of spatial arrangement, e.g.
locus Mdh-1; (ii) a quasi-continuous decline of autocorrela-
tion, e.g. loci Ha2, Ha8, Ha13 and Lap-2; (iii) for the other
loci, a progressive decrease of average Moran’s I up to 300–
400 m only. The average length of a genetically homogeneous
surface (patch size) can be approximated by the x-intercept
of correlograms (Sokal & Wartenberg 1983; Epperson 1995),
and generally ranged from 150 to 250 m. Formal tests for
comparing various correlograms were not possible be-
cause the statistics for different distance classes are not
independent and their effects are unknown (Oden 1984;
Epperson 1995).

Barbujani (1987) established a simple relation among the
kinship coefficient, Wright’s FST and the Moran’s I statistics,
which allows the estimation of expected values of autocor-
relation coefficients under a neutral model of isolation by
distance. Using this approach by assuming an exponential
decline of genetic similarity in space (according to the
Malécot–Morton function), we corroborated the overall fit
of allele frequencies to an isolation by distance for all mark-
ers, excepted for the locus Mdh-1 (results not presented).

Spatial differentiation

Whatever the pooling strategy used, hierarchical F-statistics
indicated in both cases an increase of FIS with population
subdivision sizes (Figs 4 and 5). Confidence intervals of the

mean values between adjacent levels of grouping always
overlapped, and there was no major discontinuity in the
increase of FIS values. The relative magnitude of FST values
continuously decreased with pooling stages, a slight increase
being nevertheless observed for the last grouping in Fig. 5.
Altogether, such results are suggestive of a consistent
genetic isolation by distance across the whole area. Similar
trends of spatial genetic differentiation were depicted when
comparing allozyme and microsatellite loci separately, and
no major differences in the interlocus variance have been
observed, except for locus Mdh-1 for which significant
genetic differentiation took place only at the first pooling
stages. The presence of the road did not affect the results
for sequential grouping analyses as well as for spatial
autocorrelation analyses (results not shown).

Discussion

Allozyme and microsatellite spatial structure

Assuming that allelic variation is generated under a
selectively neutral regime, and that mutation rate is much
lower than migration rate, then gene flow and genetic drift
are expected to affect all loci uniformly (Sokal & Wartenberg
1983; Sokal et al. 1989, 1997; Allendorf & Seeb 2000; Hedrick
2000). The question is whether such conditions are likely to
occur in our case study. The answer is largely dependent
on the interplay of the time frame in which mutation can
act, and the dispersal ability of Helix aspersa.

The strong polymorphism displayed by microsatellite
loci is primarily due to their high mutation rate (Estoup &
Cornuet 1999; Zhu et al. 2000). Thus, the different mutation
rates of allozymes and tandem repeat of short stretches of
DNA could affect the amount of genetic variation between
populations, such an effect itself depending on whether
differentiation is the result of divergence under complete
isolation or mutation-drift equilibrium (Allendorf & Seeb
2000). In addition, discrepancies in number of alleles and
heterozygosity can be a source of bias in estimating levels
of spatial genetic differentiation among subpopulations
(Nagylaki 1998; Hedrick 1999). This concern may be espe-
cially crucial when comparing both markers in our study,
because of the much greater allelic diversity found at micro-
satellite loci. However, the two categories of loci displayed
similar overall magnitude of genetic differentiation across
the sampling site (Arnaud 2000), and followed congruent
levels of genetic substructuring according to an isolation
by distance model whatever the sequential pooling strategy
used. Therefore, spatial autocorrelation analysis showed
no major discordance (except for Mdh-1, see below) between
relative spatial features of genetic distribution across loci.
Because of the low divergence time of sampled colonies,
migration rate was presumably much larger than mutation
rate. As a consequence, the amount of differentiation and
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Fig. 3 Microgeographical patterns of genetic variation, as described by consensus correlograms of Moran’s I values averaged over alleles at each locus in Helix aspersa. Significance tests
of single-allele estimates used to calculate averages are in Tables 1 and 2. Note that there is no consensus correlograms for Aat-1 and Pgm-2 because these loci display only two alleles.
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its variation over spatial sequential subdivision is best
interpreted as a balance between drift and migration, and
is apparently not affected by differences in mutation rates
between the two classes of markers. With respect to this
point, Slatkin & Arter (1991) pointed out that parametric
variation, that is the variation in mutation rate between
markers, would blur spatial patterns and strongly limit the

interest of spatial autocorrelation methods to infer micro-
evolutionary processes. The fact that both kinds of markers
overall reveal the same pattern of spatial structure is of
interest, because it means that the criticism of Slatkin &
Arter (1991) does not apply in our study (see also Hardy &
Vekemans 1999).

The scale at which spatial autocorrelation signatures
develop depends also on the variability of genetic markers.
Despite low numbers of alleles, allozyme markers exhibited
relatively high levels of gene diversity. As the spatial genetic
arrangement of allozyme frequencies is broadly similar to
that observed at microsatellite loci, the strength of spatial
signal increases with the level of polymorphism rather
than the number of alleles per se (see Smouse & Peakall
1999). Can microsatellites nevertheless be considered as
much more sensitive indicators of short spatial genetic
structuring because of their tendency to have many more
alleles? In fact, it has been shown that when allele frequencies
decrease below about 0.2–0.1, the degree of autocorrela-
tion and scale of patches both decrease even in a diallelic
case (Epperson 1995; Epperson et al. 1999). Hence, part of
the differences among the two categories of markers may
be related to the occurrence of many alleles at low fre-
quencies for microsatellite loci. Such alleles generally tend
to be clumped into few colonies. This leads to the shortest
x-intercepts for single-allele correlograms as well as for
some consensus correlograms (e.g. loci Ha6, Ha11, Ha13 by
contrast to Lap-2). Consequently, using microsatellites,
there is a higher resolving power in detecting small genetic
clustering, mainly because microsatellites drift substantial
localized frequencies among colonies.

The salient feature of this spatial analysis is that overall
spatial genetic arrangement substantially matched the
theoretical predictions based on isolation by distance and
the relative dispersal ability of the species. Microevolutionary
processes may operate uniformly across loci and should
give rise to similar correlogram trends (Sokal & Wartenberg
1983; Sokal et al. 1997; Streiff et al. 1998). However, contrary
to theoretical predictions, spatial structure can be rarely
consistent across loci or sites (Smouse & Peakall 1999).
Under a dominant genetic isolation by distance process,
one would expect that autocorrelation coefficients should
decrease monotonically with increasing geographical dis-
tance for all loci, which is clearly not the case for Mdh-1.
This locus exhibited statistically significant heterogeneity
in allelic frequencies but lacked spatial arrangement. One
possible explanation would simply be related to chance
fluctuations in gene frequencies (genetic drift) in each
locality that would be quite independent in magnitude and
direction from those of neighbouring localities. Indeed,
correlograms may be very complex both because of sampling
errors and stochastic processes among demes (Slatkin &
Arter 1991; Bacilieri et al. 1994). Alternatively, selective
pressures can also generate distinctive changes in spatial

Fig. 4 Variation of FST and FIS calculated over all loci for successive
spatial subdivisions (distance classes in metres) corresponding to
sequential pooling of demes in Helix aspersa (see text for explana-
tions). Thin lines show the 95% envelope of FST and FIS obtained by
bootstrapping over loci. At each level, FST values were highly
significant; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001 for FIS values.

Fig. 5 Changes in FST and FIS values calculated over all loci when
sequentially pooling demes in Helix aspersa. Pooling stages are
described in the text. Thin lines show the 95% envelope of FST and FIS
obtained by bootstrapping over loci. At each level of variation, all
FST were highly significant (P < 0.001) by contrast to FIS values which
were not significantly different from 0 for any pooling stage.
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genetic structure and may be detected through com-
parisons of spatial autocorrelation statistics for multiple
loci (Sokal et al. 1989, 1997; Streiff et al. 1998; Reusch et al.
1999; Ueno et al. 2000). However, interferences of selection
for adaptive traits due to microsite ecological variations
(e.g. Li et al. 2000) seem unlikely in our study, because there
were no consistent microhabitat heterogeneities except
those imposed by the regular spacing of pipes.

Population structure in Helix aspersa

Wright’s island model of population genetic structure
assumes that parameters such as population size and
migration rate are uniform and constant over space and
time, under an equilibrium between the homogenizing
force of gene flow and diversifying effect of genetic drift.
These assumptions are often unrealistic in real populations
that are not yet at a genetic equilibrium under their current
demographic conditions (Slatkin 1993, 1994; McCauley
1995; Whitlock & McCauley 1999). More realistic, because
they incorporate spatial information on interpopulation
connectivity, are the stepping-stone model and the isolation
by distance model, which predict that the amount of gene
flow is expected to decline monotonically with increasing
geographical distance between spatially discrete and con-
tinuous populations, respectively (Kimura & Weiss 1964;
Slatkin 1994; Hamrick & Nason 1996; Sokal et al. 1997).
Such a situation is likely to occur in H. aspersa, the dispersal
of which is constrained by distance and where gene flow is
most achieved between neighbouring colonies. In agreement
with this, patterns identified by spatial autocorrelation
analysis were mostly consistent with a gradual micro-
geographical change in genetic composition, hence reflect-
ing the effects of a limited range of dispersal. Therefore,
estimated F-values within and among sample demes were
strongly influenced by the size of the grouping during the
sequential pooling stages. The slight but consistent decrease
(increase) of FST (FIS) values found for most successive pooling
levels corroborates that genetic isolation by distance occurs.
One can argue that observed F-values are difficult to interpret
because they correspond to a mixture of different factors
affecting the genotypic structure of the population. However,
no assumption was made about how and where levels of
structuring should be, other than pooling together close
geographical sample colonies or according to their genetic
affinities. Therefore, because we presumably sampled
colonies within the area of one genetic neighbourhood, we
avoided the downward bias of population differentiation
when the actual populations being compared are themselves
composed of genetically distinct entities (i.e. Wahlund
effect). Hence, the estimated F-statistics over different
groupings are a combination of both the within-population
genetic composition due to the breeding behaviour of
H. aspersa, and the among-subpopulation heterozygote

deficit due to the Wahlund effect (Bacilieri et al. 1994; Goudet
et al. 1994). The magnitude of the FIS increase is quite low and
suggests that gene flow acts as an effective homogenizing
factor, at least for more closely situated colonies.

In contrast to the F-statistics, spatial autocorrelation
methods account for information from all pairs of localities,
make no assumption regarding the underlying population
genetic model, and have been successful even in popula-
tions where structure is very weak (Bacilieri et al. 1994;
Epperson et al. 1999; Reusch et al. 1999). Here, positive auto-
correlation of short distance classes probably reflects genetic
clustering and family structures caused by limited short-
range dispersal. Marked homing behaviour may also
contribute to the development of genetically distinct
patches of individuals (e.g. Selander & Kaufman 1975).

An isolation by distance model produces intermediate
levels of long-distance gene flow compared with both
stepping-stone and island models of population structure
(Hamrick & Nason 1996). A continuous decreasing set of
autocorrelation coefficients across all distance classes
describes a genetic gradient (Chikhi et al. 1998; Casalotti
et al. 1999), as shown by locus Ha2 (see Table 1). By con-
trast, interaction of short-range gene flow and genetic drift
under an isolation by distance is reflected in an asymptotic
decline of autocorrelation from positive significant to
insignificant coefficients at far distances (Barbujani 1987;
Chikhi et al. 1998; Casalotti et al. 1999), which is clearly the
case for loci Ha10 or Ha11 (see Fig. 3). More precisely, the
inspection of consensus correlograms allows us to dis-
criminate the precise features of such microevolutionary
processes: spatial signatures of Ha5, Ha6, Ha10, Ha11, or
Est-3 consensus correlograms can be viewed as the expres-
sion of a generalized stepping-stone model, whereas those
obtained for loci Ha2, Ha13, or Lap-2 are more consistent
with a stepping-stone including an external migrational
scenario (see Sokal et al. 1997; p. 87).

However, attempts to interpret population differentia-
tion in terms of evolutionary and ecological causes may
lead to erroneous conclusions in the absence of historical
considerations. The area under study is subject to recurrent
human disturbances (herbicide and pesticide treatments)
responsible for some fluctuations in effective population
size, population crashes, or localized extinctions (Arnaud
2000). Such effects, leading to an altered isolation by dis-
tance where more distantly separated colonies are pre-
dominantly influenced by genetic drift, can be visualized
by a greater stochasticity in the Moran’s I fluctuations for
the longest distance classes (e.g. locus Ha8). Another point
is the time needed for a spatial genetic structure to reach
an equilibrium state between the loss of alleles due to drift
and their replacement by migration, so that in a newly settled
area, the detection of a well-established isolation by dis-
tance model can be quite difficult (Slatkin 1993; Hutchison
& Templeton 1999; Whitlock & McCauley 1999).
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Altogether, our results are consistent with a neighbour-
hood structure of randomly mating hermaphrodites where
more closely situated colonies tend to be more genetically
similar to one another. Some degree of association between
genetic distribution and geographical distance is related to
the increased likelihood of dispersal between adjacent
colonies, following a step-by-step relationship pattern
(Arnaud et al. 1999b). As shown in other Gastropod species,
such as Albinaria corrugata (Schilthuizen & Lombaerts 1994),
gene flow acts as an effective factor for shortest scale of
investigation. Beyond this level, local colonies can be con-
sidered as relatively independent units and genetic drift
drives the spatial genetic differentiation among these
colonies. Finally, microsatellite loci are especially suitable
markers for the detection of minor changes in genetic com-
position, as expected under the neighbourhood model
(Pfenninger et al. 1996), and hold the potential for analysis
of the evolutionary history of populations over short temporal
and geographical scales.
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